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I stroll through icon-strewn gardens toward an image of the past, someone I knew, not father 

or brother, but still familiar, an archetype sealed in glass confronts me as I approach the golden 

doors, leading to a stage, and after each performance, my passion-riven ghost haunts the theater 

to watch the actors take their bows and when the audience is gone, stand behind the rows 

knowing I must someday be part of the ritual, inside the theater round as a cake and decorated 

with white and gold, I walk day after day, until an aging usher in a burgundy suit turns away, 

smiling, to let me approach the stage and stagehands glance at me, cool and curious, they 

understand the need of people to touch its wooden eminence, and there is no difference between 

waking and sleeping, the dream is always present. I see the image, the icon in a lead role, 

springing in flesh and blood onto the stage, a fantasy with the audacity to take life and trespass 

on the fantasizer’s territory, so opening the door I slip inside, not knowing what I will find. A 

security guard emerges from a room and asks what I am doing, and I leave again to pass through 

image-postered paths, scanning them for a sign that will tell me what I am doing, coming to the 

needy gardens of youth, the amphitheater of hope, and I only know that I will be demanding, I 

am not going to be turned away. 

Again, voices and there he is walking from the stage, talking with the stage manager, looking 

as he does in the movies and on TV, he is beautiful. He asks, what did you want to say to me? 

someone turns off the lights in the hall, and I look up at him framed in the doorway. In the 

darkness I find the courage to speak and follow his direction into another room, sitting across 

from him. He is immense and filled with energy, his eyes unbolted draw back like gates, huge 

ancient doors, revealing he is stronger for having been self-contained in an isolated hell for so 

long, and this hell is an infinite plain filled with nothing but occasional circling wind and a 

lonely figure, him or you, the staring adventurer into this ultimate loneliness. When alone, he is 

not even alone with himself, alone as we all are, to wrestle with oneself in sweet, self-pitying 

secret battles, but instead must he borrow or create characters from his roles to wrestle with?  

Seeking respite from loneliness, I have thrown myself into a person even more lonely than I 

am, but his body shows more substance, more retention of his personal drama than his eyes as 

his hands flit about and twitch with all the awareness of an ordinary human being in a world of 

other people; by his hands he is moored, linked to the external world and with them he weaves 

his greatest illusions because his hands tell nothing of the truth about himself that is in his eyes. 

This busyness I realize is meant to distract people, look anywhere but there, and I follow his cue, 

to hear him say originally he wanted to beguile the world with his hands, he wanted to be a 

pianist, and how can I ask him to place his hands on me, to hold me because I need to be held 

together?  

He could at least touch me, I say, and the moment I touch his hand, I feel a sadness that is 

unbearable, a burden of sadness I have carried for years, hard as a brick in my chest, soften and 

flow in a suffocating, bitter poison throughout my body. It is a sorrow too great to be felt alone, 

and survive, but to my surprise he seems unable to keep himself from waltzing into hell with me, 

and I do not know what to think, I have a mission on this day, and I am running out of time. I 

feel a heavy weight above me, and he leans down so that he can see my face, our eyes locked in 

a suicide pact. 

His hands leap to catch me. All my strength subsides as my momentum carries me forward in 

a cradle of inertia. I have never felt emptier; everything is dark except a light very close around 



my body. I become incoherent admissions confessions omissions on every level as time spins out 

of me and I am jettisoned into nothingness, I feel nothing, I did not expect that, I freak so far I 

am afraid I will not come back. In the void, a vital energy sparks from unknown and unforeseen 

love-rage. I am alone but in the trip I am taking I am not alone, I am a child again and he is my 

father, the father of my adult self, as I link to the iconic figure I have chosen from all others.  

I am in a glowing dark green world with definite boundaries where light comes from one 

source. A small human-shaped form is connected to me, a girl in the same position that I am in, 

and I am her protector, her guide, as she grows up into me. I feel my blood rush like sacramental 

wine in the womb as I become a parent to the person I am becoming. I move to the next level of 

associations and feelings. Leave it alone, said a voice, and I am hooked into an infinite space of 

pain, infant pain, until the light breaks, and time varies and hits distortions at different places and 

events, and in all these stages I am aware of the archetype’s hand, relics’ bones, his touch. 

I travel back through childhood and its years of abuse, and ahead into my independent life, 

growing through the years in a span of moments, while I hold on for protection when I feel 

defenseless and for the ride when it feels good. We speed through time bonded like a double 

helix, flying in tandem, father and daughter, and to be separated from him at that moment would 

be to die. 

I pass through to begin to be fully conscious, connected to my father’s anti-agent I have 

grown stronger, yes you can go back again and recreate yourself. 

Coming to the light I realize the icon is holding me, as I had wanted in the first place. Oh 

Euphoria, my friend, where have you been? Let me savor the moment. Moments. Wait! There is 

a murmur of dissension from the majority opinion, something that tracks the other way, and I 

break the shell, the spell, and separating, watch him move in the opposite direction before I pass 

him, running for daylight. 

On looking back I see him standing in an attitude of defense or anger, his fists by his sides, 

for who has been violated, I do not know, but I hallucinate his face not pale with anger, but 

admiration, even respect, for me having brought him into my own stage of revelation. 

Leaving, the stark marquee light strikes me in the face. I wince and see his arm holding the 

door above me. A woman on the sidewalk in the artificial light smiles and stares as if I am a 

celebrity, and I feel significant. I have made my fantasies real, my reality is transformed. 

Nothing can be denied me anymore. 

Days later, I return to the theater and hear his voice boisterous as he comes off-stage. He 

stops to talk to a waiting crowd, and I see a young woman give him a gift, but it makes me shift 

my gaze, remembering when he touched me with the weight of everything he felt, but this day he 

ignores me. The closer he comes the more effusive he is with other people until he turns to face 

me but looks directly over my head as if he can pin me to the night, to make me invisible. 

I watch him run away and follow him, driven by my new self-respect, my hard-earned vanity, 

and he wheels around to say, oh, is it you again, what do you want? and the crowd’s chatter falls 

away, there is dead silence, before I tell him, nothing, and I am left standing alone, time slipping 

and sliding beneath my feet, speeding me along on treacherous currents toward remote galaxies, 

the spin out of present time, with only the sound of atoms ricocheting. 

But I will not disintegrate but rather land on my feet, to hear the actors’ awards have been 

announced and the hard-working superstar-to-be is not honored; so we all spin around and who 

has been violated and who has been elevated.  

I see him coming, a surly monster, and know I can turn away in the instant before I balance 

on my toes to lean toward his kindness, but he chugs past, dragging his dragon tail. I watch him 



sign autographs and envy the others this harmless giving and receiving, until he resumes his 

death march, his tie askew in a public display of surrender, and now I see people bringing him 

presents, gamboling at his feet, and wonder how much of himself does he give away, each day, 

so much that he feels robbed and sapped of his strength? And worse, people tap into the source 

of his talent every day, as I had, and can I repay him for the gift he has given me?  

For I am a child growing in my own womb, and my way will not be easy.  

I can wait, it is about time. I return. The crowd surges forward, carrying me toward him in 

sheer mass frenzy, when he raises his hand in salute, recognition lighting the marquees of his 

eyes, all the dark empty stages.  

To my shock, awe, wonderland and amusement park, my hand knifes up in arc of epiphany 

and eulogy. I slice through what could have been and might be and choose what will be. I join 

him as we hurry away into our solitude.  

I take my gift in hand and hear the whisper-song of the world’s creation and destruction, the 

seeds of my own and all living beings’ continuation beyond divine, natural, and human laws, and 

in my revolution I feel an inner flow against the will of power and the thrill of the throng, I hear 

my own universal song. Having traveled to the right side of freedom, I will be always conscious 

of death, conscious of life, in all ways, because in the end, and in the beginning, the human will 

reigns supreme, and it can be self-evolutionary, the will to flower and grow beyond the wall. 

 

 


